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ABOUT
 
ISTANBUL CHAMBER OF INDUSTRY (ıcı)

The share of the value added by ICI members at factor costs is above 37,1 percent within Turkish industry.
ICI members perform almost 34 of the total production in Turkish industry.
The share of those employed by ICI members within the total employment figure of Turkish industry is approximately 31,2 percent.
According to employment size, 79,3 percent of the ICI members are small scaled (with less than 50 employees), 18,2 percent is medium scaled (with 50-249 employees), and 2,5 percent is
large scaled (with 250 or more employees) organizations.
While most of the ICI members are from clothing industry with 22,8 percent, this industry is followed by the machinery, accessories and metal goods industry with 16,7 percent, the chemical,
plastic and rubber products industry with 12,4 percent and the textile products industry with 10,3 percent.
In 'The Top 500 Turkish Industrial Corporations of 2019' list, there are 169 ICI members. 'The Second Top 500 Turkish Industrial Corporations of 2019' list includes 151 ICI members. So, the
total number of ICI members within Top 1000 Turkish Industrial Corporations is 320.
The share of the gross added value created by the 320 ICI members in Top 1000 Turkish Industrial Corporations within the Turkish GDP is 2,7 percent for 2019.
The export carried out by these corporations in 2019 corresponds to 20,4 percent of the total export of Turkey.

Istanbul Chamber of Industry (ICI) that continues its operations strongly with the strength gained from the contributions of its members to Turkish economy is the largest industrial chamber of
Turkey with its number of members exceeding 20 thousand in 2020 and the strongest representative of the Turkish industry.



In 1975, when it entered the sector, production with mechanical machines has now left its place to electronic machines. In 1990, it settled in its own modern building with a
closed area of   4000 m². By bringing the first continuous ribbon and elastic band dyeing machine in 1995, it found a solution to its customers' difficulties in finding colored
products. The products produced are dyed in line with the colors desired by the customers, without harming the environment and human health.Arteks exists to offer you the
best service with its experienced staff, departments and offices serving the underwear industry.

Products: Lace, Bra Hook, Jacquard Band, Bra Straps, Elastic Swimwear Band, Medical Rubber, Medical Mask Rubbers

AR-TEKS TEXTILE
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Cag-Tek has been established as Caglayan Textile Accessories & Production and Marketing
Company with a global ambition. Today Cag-Tek has been serving to textile industries in
coating & galvano and painting in which some of the products are garments and fasteners
accessories, metal buttons, rivets, buckles, snap buttons etc..We will be more than glad to let
you see our products and send you our most selective samples. With its highly educated and
experienced skillfull co-workers, our ambition is to fully integrate into local and international
markets. We are an integrated facility on a 3000sqm with its highly advanced technological
system which sustains and develops itself with 30 years of enriched experience and high level
of knowlegde.Since our company is goal is to be the best in the market, we always make sure
we have high quality and low cost products. With its advanced technological facilities and
systems, our team of Professional designers are striving for creativity in the research and
development.

CAGTEK BUTTON
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Products: Buttons, Snaps, Snap Buttons, Rings, Buckles, Rivets, Cordends, Cardlocks
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DERIDESEN, is a leading leather label supplier of the denim market in Turkey. DERIDESEN is a well-known
and experienced label manufacturer based in Istanbul since 1969. DERIDESEN, which makes different kinds
of labels & printings from conventional to most advanced ones with over 150 employees, is the main label
supplier of the well-known global brands for many years.  We always update ourselves to use the most
advanced technologies. Thanks to years of experience in label manufacturing, and our continuous research
and development approach, we offer innovative solutions. We have been serving to hundreds of national and
international customers as business partners for many years. We combine our experiences for each one of
our customers and we aim perfection.

DERIDESEN LABEL

Products: Leather labels, jacron labels, hangtags, printed fabrics labels, heat transfer labels,
heat seal labels, security labels, care labels, rubber labels



Since the first day, we have always moved our company forward with our vision, mission and goals, and reached even more points with the initiatives we realized. We
followed the technology and trends today with our young, dynamic and innovative team. We kept our product understanding up-to-date and exemplary. Our biggest goal is;
To bring together our local products with proven taste all over the world at the finest point of supply management and to create world famous brands. Our team works
diligently to deliver our products to the end consumer in an integrated manner with our R&D unit. We aim to be closer to our consumers with the investments we have made
in the field of e-commerce and retail sales. In our e-cerez.com online shopping site, we bring you many organic and healthy snack products as well as dried nuts. Always
following the innovations, our company exports to regions such as America, Australia, Europe and the Middle East.

Products: Metal Zippers, Nylon Zippers, Plastic Zippers, Pullers

ECE ZIPPER
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EMR ZIPPER
Fermuar Tekstil ve Aksesuar was started its activity first time in 1986 and it manufactured first zipper
production in 1994 at their factory in Beylikduzu.It has continued to zipper production in 1996 at its factory
building about 10000 square meter in Hadımkoy. In 2005 it has strengthened its production by its second
factory building by reaching 15.000 square meter closed area that established to procure necessary
environment to increase the capacity.Its professional and experienced staff about 250 people had consisted of
people that competing for customer satisfaction, reformer, producing a project, trained and likes to be trained,
aimed to work at team spirit. Our planning staffs that they can pursue zipper orders on behalf of our customers
from the beginning to end have aimed to not cause accessory problem.

Products: Zippers, Pullers



FORM BUTTON was established in 1996. We produce and trade
all kind of buttons and fashion accesories in our 6,000 m2 factory
located in İstanbul, TURKEY. FORM BUTTON is the leading
button manufacturer in the industry by the help of its worldwide
distribution chanels. We have offices and agents in Spain,
Portugal, UK, France, Netherland, Italy, Germany, Poland,
Romania, Morocco, Bangladesh, India, China and Vietnam. We
are nominated button supplier of several internationally known
Fashion brands.
 
FORM BUTTON can produce all type of natural and sustainable
buttons like, Corozo, Coconut, Horn, Bone, Shell, Leather, Wood
as well as synthetic buttons like, polyester, urea, plastic etc. Our
new development of Recycled Polyester buttons made by PET
bottle waste is highly demanded by our customers. We have GRS
certificate fort his product. FORM BUTTON prepares general
button collection 2 times a year as well as customized capsul
collections to our wellknown customers. We have a chance to
present all these collection at Worlwide Fashion shows like, PV
PARIS, MUNICH FABRIC STARTS, SHANGHAI INTERTEXTILE
etc.

FORM BUTTON
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Products: Buttons
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Kleopatra Button, one of the leading companies in the sector, produces buttons,
plastic buttons, buckles and accessories and provides services to our valued
customers who manufacture and supply textiles by working in different colors and
models.

Products: Buttons, Buckles and Accessories

KLEOPATRA BUTTON
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REBIL Group is your global partner for printed media, labels and packaging solutions more than 70 years’ experience. All three business areas are characterized by high
demands on all of the criteria for exclusive products. We are one of the leading suppliers for branding solutions worldwide. You can have peace of mind with our turnkey full
service creating long-term value for our customers along our value-added products. A wide range of companies from the fashion, automotive, finance, food and cosmetic
industries are among our customers.
 
Our adventure began in 1951 with our grandfather. Our company, which was active only in the printing industry, grew continuously and was restructured in 1992 as REBIL.
Nowadays, we are acting in the labeling, printing and packaging sectors having a wide portfolio of customers, ranging from multinational corporations to small boutiques
which place the highest priority on quality for their exclusive products.

Products: Zipper, Slider, Puller, Zipper Countious Long Chains, Other Zippers Raw Material

REBILTEKS LABEL
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Using its 35 years’ experience of woven and printed labels, hangtags, leather patches and metal
buttons and rivets, Şimşek Ege is in a position to give unrivalled service to the textile and ready made
garment industries. Şimşek Ege, using its ERP system through order processing, design, production,
packing and quality management in an ISO9001 environment, is focussed on fulfilling its customers’
needs and expectations. The Company’s processes use conventional and digital offset printing, UV
offset printing, screen printing, rotary and semi rotary letterpress printing and hot and  cold
embossing to produce a superlative product meeting world class standards of quality and service.
Şimşek Ege is approved by many retail groups in Europe and America and, as well as supplying
products, for some of these groups the Company is providing graphic  and conceptual input for the
origination of new ranges. Şimşek Ege is a competitive but high class supplier of labels and
accesssories. In the last 10 years exports have been made from east to west, from China to 
 America, and from North to South, from Northern  Russia to Mauritius. Şimşek Ege is rightly proud of  
the quality and  diversity of its products and services.

Products: Leather labels, woven labels, carton labels, transfer labels, care labels, rubber labels

SIMSEK EGE LABEL



Vintage Trimmings is a well-established manufacturer, producing leather labels, PU labels, jacron labels, paper
tags, printed tapes, woven labels, metal trims, sew-on buttons and same trimmings in sustainable line more than 18
years. The Company is articulated, so as to have a strict control on all production steps from raw material sourcing
through production, including quality control and washing tests departments with over 100 employees. Vintage
Trimmings is the main trim supplier of the well-known global brands for many years. We are not only the leading
trim manufacturer but we help our clients in the complete chain all the way through from development to worldwide
sourcing and distribution. Taking advantage of our owned tannery has a history of more than 30 years of producing
the finest end product, which makes us your ideal partner of leather hides using for lather labels, shoes, bags, belts,
handmade leather products and so on. Vintage Trimming is always aware of where our hides are coming from and
how the animals have been treated. We use only the best quality raw hides from animals that have been cut 100%
from the side product of the meat industry.

VINTAGE TRIMMING 

RAW HIDES: Vegetable Tanned Chrome-Free Leather, Olive Tanned Leather, Semi-Vegetable Tanned Leather
Using For Leather Labels, Shoes, Bags, Automative, Handcrafted Goods
ACCESSORIES: Leather Labels, Patches, Key Hangers, Wallets, Handmade Goods, All Kind Of Metal Trims Such
As Button, Rıvet, Eyelet, Press Buttons, Buckles, Paper Hangtags, Tags And Packaging  Woven Labels, Emroidery
Patches, Sew-On Buttons
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